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Abstract: A semantic-based search engine for clinical data would be a substantial aid for hospitals to provide support for clinical practitioners. Since electronic medical records of patients contain a variety of information, there is a need to extract meaningful patterns from the Patient Medical Records (PMR). The proposed work matches patients to relevant clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) by matching their medical records with the CPGs. However in both PMR and CPG, the information pertaining to symptoms, diseases, diagnosis procedures and medicines is not structured and there is a need to pre-process and index the information in a meaningful way. In order to reduce manual effort to match to the clinical guidelines, this work automatically extracts the clinical guidelines from the PDF documents using a set of regular expression rules and indexes them with a multi-field index using Lucene. We have attempted a multi-field Lucene search and ontology-based advanced search, where the PMR is mapped to SNOMED core subset to find the important concepts. We found that the ontology-based search engine gave more meaningful results for specific queries when compared to term based search.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays clinical Information Retrieval (IR) based systems have become an active research area which deals with diverse collection of medical resources that contains information about hospital records of patients, previous medical history, research articles, social media and the web to support general users and medical practitioners. However only limited clinical search engines are
available and most of them are specific to certain diseases. The writing style of the Patient Medical Records (PMR) varies from one medical practitioner to the other. Short forms and abbreviations need to be handled carefully, in order to correctly identify the disease of a patient.

Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPGs), on the other hand, are designed to guide clinical practitioners in making decisions regarding diagnosis, management, and treatment in healthcare. Each guideline consists of two parts: conditions and instructions, such that if all the conditions of a guideline are met for a patient, the doctor should follow the instructions in the guideline. Many governments provide and maintain CPGs for their own citizens. The CPGs are continuously updated to reflect recent knowledge discovery or disease outbreaks. As a result, doctors may not know all the available CPGs, particularly outside their specialties. The goal of this work is to aid doctors in identifying the appropriate CPGs based on a patient’s electronic medical records.

Bodenreider [2] have argued that context based clinical summaries will reduce the time for clinicians to diagnose a particular patient’s problems. The reason is that CPGs contain much information spread over many documents. Finding the best guidelines for particular symptoms and medical history in the corpus with diverse collection of documents leads to barrier in performance and accuracy. A feasible approach to reduce these barriers is automatic summarization of multiple sources in the context of a particular information need of a clinician.

In this paper, we analyze both the CPGs and PMRs in order to retrieve relevant results for given patient information with limited manual effort. Since the patient medical records contain properties such as symptoms/complaints, previous medical history, discharge-instructions and medication, the search interface is designed with multiple fields to search and similarly the indexing mechanism also aids multi-field search and ranking. Ontology based query processing has also been proposed to further reduce the unimportant terms in the query processing stage and to find semantically relevant clinical guidelines.

This work is different from a general purpose IR system in that it provides specialized document processing tasks that automate XML based CPG representation and stored them as multiple fields in Lucene Index including domain specific ontologies. Hence the offline process considerably reduced the manual efforts and the search with the index is highly efficient in terms of time and computation effort. As explained earlier the clinical notes of PMRs are unlimited in size, do not follow standard representation, short form texts with medical abbreviations and more symbols. Most of the existing clinical search system [10, 1, 13] face a major challenge in handling such queries and the computation efforts are more to find the most appropriate result for the given PMRs. The query filtering mechanism used in this proposed work aids in filtering unimportant terms and the ontology mapping helps to find semantically relevant terms.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work in clinical search and rank. Section 3 focuses on the methodology used to develop this multi-field clinical search and rank. Section 4 shows the test reports of this proposed work and Section 5 ends with conclusions and future work.
2. Related work

Jonnalagadda et al. [14] proposed a semantic based information retrieval system to extract relevant sentences from Medline abstracts automatically. They have tested their results for depression and Alzheimer diseases. Kılıcoglu et al. [10] have proposed a rule based clinical decision making system based on Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). [2] represents the document semantics as a SemMedDB [10] repository using Subject-Object-Predicate triplets. UMLS concepts and associations have also been used with SemRep [10], to predict the semantics of the documents [2]. Here they have attempted Google PageRank based Text Ranking [1] an algorithm which computes the semantic similarity based on the number of conceptual links between the query sentence with the document sentence.

Oh, Jungh and Kim [11] proposed a multi-stage re-ranking method for clinical documents to search relevant documents based on different ranking parameters in different levels. The main objective of this work [11] is to improve the ranking by analyzing the initially retrieved documents by computing score between the query and the documents. The levels of ranking are query expansion with abbreviations and discharge summary, cluster, centrality and Pseudo Relevance Feedback. This work [11] utilizes various existing techniques, instead of using external semantic resources to retrieve the relevant documents. Oh, Jungh and Kim [11] proved that abbreviation and discharge summary based query expansion can improve the relevance of ranking even in the absence of specialized semantic representations and techniques. Similar work has been attempted by Zhu et al. [7] using Markov Random Field (MRF) [6], Mixture Reference Model (MRM) [9] improving, and MeSH-based[8] improving query expansion. They have used several external resources and an open source clinical NLP annotation tool called MedTagger to extract the contextual information from the PMR. Diaz and Metzler [9] recently processed a SPUD language model [4] clinical to support clinical decision making. Here the documents are modelled by finding a word’s burstiness (analysis of the behavior of an uncommon word which may appear many times in a single document) by identifying the dependencies between recurrences of the same word-type. They proved that this model is suitable to process scientific texts. All the above models require either a sophisticated language model or external resources to build a clinical decision system. The work described in this paper requires less computational effort by properly segmenting the clinical documents using regular expression based approach and a lightweight ontology based concept mapping during query processing stage that helps to retrieve semantically similar documents even though the exact terms of the PMR are not present in the clinical document index. The Lucene-based multi-field indexer [16] helps to retrieve the clinical guidelines in multiple perspectives.
3. Methodology

In this work, we have developed a solution for identifying the semantics of PMR and properly extracting the CPGs for semantic matching between the two clinical texts in order to recommend relevant CPGs for a given Patient Medical Records (PMR). In this section we present the methods used for searching and ranking the Clinical Practical Guidelines (CPGs). We have attempted two types of search such as Basic Term based and Concept based search using ontology.

3.1. Dataset

We have used the Singapore CPG documents of Dental, Medical, Nursing and Pharmacy of 72 documents, available from Ministry of Health, Singapore (2016) (https://www.moh.gov.sg/content/moh_web/heathprofessionalsportal/doctors/guidelines/cpg_medical.html). There are 124.2 MB in all. We have used 200 Patient Medical Records obtained through cooperation with Khoo Teck Puat Hospital (https://www.ktp.com.sg/main/home) for developing this system. The CPGs are publicly available, while the PMRs are confidential.

3.2. Document processing and indexing

Since the CPG are PDF documents, we need to extract the text content and the important information related to the clinical guidelines with the help of regular expression based PDFMiner (https://euske.github.io/pdfminer/) using Python. The guidelines are represented in XML as shown in Example 1. Hence each guideline is associated with the list of properties such as Guidelines Category, Filename, Topic, Year, ID, Session Page Number, Session Title, Classification grade, Level and Full String. In order to identify these properties from the PDF documents, we have used regular expression rules. The properties such as Guidelines Category, Filename and Session Page Number have been identified easily using documents folder, filename and page number respectively. Topic, Year and ID can be extracted with the help of Python PDFparser which is a built-in pdffminer. The other properties such as guideline Category, Session Page Number, Classification Grade, Level and Full string are identified using the regular expression rules as explained below. Regular expressions allow users to create complicated queries and have potential uses in document annotations.

**Regular expression Rules for Identifying CPG fields:**

1. **Reference Page Number:** Find expressions that contains pg \d(1, 2).
2. **Session Title:** Remove stop words from the sentence that appear before the Full String pattern and check whether the first letter of all words are capital ^\[A-Z\].
3. **Classification Grade:** Text with Grade \[A-D\] patterns.
4. **Level:** Text with Level \[1-9\]\[\+\]* patterns.
5. **Full String:** Find the sentences that starts with a single capital letter between A to D that belong to the regular expression (^\[A-D\]) and ends with the pattern (Grade \[A-D\], Level \[1-9\]\[\+\]*). The regular expression that are used to separating sentence with “.” as delimiter is *\[.\]\[^\x00\x20\]\]* *.
After converting the CPGs into an XML file format as shown in Example 1, the fields of guidelines including a Score (Lucene Default Score for guidelines) are indexed with the help of multifield Lucene index [16]. The Lucene Index stores all the fields of the guidelines and user can search the guidelines in different perspective with a reasonable time limit.

3.3. SNOMED Index

UMLS (Unified Medical Language System) [12] (NLM 2016) has a vocabulary with comprehensive coverage of biomedical terms, and is linked to a semantic classification system, called SNOMED [12] Clinical Terms (SNOMED_CT), which will be used as the basis for the semantic representation of the Patient Medical Records (PMR). In order to aid the PMR to find the semantically relevant CPGs, we have used the recent version of the SNOMED_CORE_SUBSET (https://www.nlm.nih.gov/healthit/snomedct/) with 6,358 ontological concepts. These concepts are also indexed in the Lucene multifield indexer to aid in effective search.

The fields are SNOMED_CID, SNOMED_FSN, SNOMED_CONCEPT_STATUS, UMLS_CUI, OCCURRENCE, USAGE, FIRST_IN_SUBSET, IS_RETIRED_FROM_SUBSET, LAST_IN_SUBSET, REPLACED_BY_SNOMED_CID. Here <SNOMED_FSN> field is used to retrieve the concepts from the ontology. Both the SNOMED and guidelines index helps in retrieving CPGs effectively.

3.4. Searching and ranking

This module consists of three major tasks: Query processing, Searching and Ranking. The queries are constructed from the Patient Medical Records (which are already converted to XML). The PMR queries in XML contain symptoms/complaints, previous medical history, discharge-instructions and ordered medication fields. Each field contains a description corresponding to the patients. Hence the main challenge is in dealing with the queries with multiple fields and keywords. There is no standard way to describe a patient condition and extracting common properties of patient medical records are difficult. Moreover these records contain lots of abbreviations, short forms and errors that belong to medical tests, diseases and patient medical conditions, etc.

We first removed stop words, words of length 2 and symbols from the PMR. We then used the Stanford English Parser [5] to identify NPs (Noun Phrases). The resulting pre-processed PMR contains a list of NPs which helps in extracting the
ontological concepts. At present the ontology matching is between the Fully Specified Names (FSN) with the NPs of the PMR. The top most concepts are taken as expanded concept for each NP of the PMR. As a result of query expansion, a set of expanded concepts with the terms of PMRs are considered for searching and matching. This is explained in the next section.

3.4.1. Search and Rank Algorithm

The PMRs are full of incomplete sentences (or fragments) without proper usage of full stops. We need to split the PMRs into fragments (e.g., noun phrase, verb phrase, and sentence) which will be used as inputs to the search module. The PMR terms are filtered by considering only NPs and VPs with the help of Stanford Parser [5] and the semantically similar terms are extracted from the SNOMED_CORE_SUBSET. Here PMR query terms represents the list of terms received from the PMR after symbol and stop words removal. SNOMED_CORE_SUBSET is a Lucene index that contains list of ontological concepts as explained in Section 3.3. CPGs contain all properties related to the guidelines as described in Section 3.3. Fig. 1 shows the search and matching procedure. PMR Category contains fields such as Complaints, Previous Medical History, Discharge Instruction and Ordered Medications.

![Algorithm 1: Search and Rank Algorithm](image)

These fields are fixed templates help in searching the CPGs with different granularity. The SNOMED_CORE_SUBSET are not guaranteed to give expanded concepts for all the terms of the PMRs. Hence it is better to treat query terms with and without ontological expansion. Among these two categories, the query with ontological concepts is given higher preference in ranking.

The search query is a single patient’s record (not the entire records of all patients). The number of terms in the query is unlimited in size. The query expansion part is online. The PMR contains much information pertaining to the patients and has on average slightly over 20 terms for each field. Hence there is a need to extract only the important information from the query to reduce the search
time. Since Stanford parser yields good performance even for ungrammatical text, we have used that to find the NPs and VPs of the given query PMR. The SNOMED_CORE_SUBSET is used to find the ontological concepts which help us to retrieve conceptual results.

Step 1. Remove stop words, symbols and extract NPs with the help of Stanford Parser.

Step 2. Match NPs with SNOMED_CORE_SUBSET and find the top most expanded terms for each terms of the given PMR.

Step 3. Separate the query with and without expansion.

The PMR Category indicates the different level of search (Complaints, Previous Medical History, Discharge Instruction and Ordered Medications, Overall) in CPG Index. These categories are identified from the query interface and used in ranking the results. The example is shown below.

The results are ranked based on the following levels:
Level 1. Query Concept Association with ontology.
Level 2. Patient Information (Specific and Overall Fields).

3.4.2. Level 1. Query concept association with ontology

This means that the concept $C_i$ is associated with the term word used by the PMR query or expanded terms obtained from the SNOMED ontology. Here the Boolean variables ontoCon and nonOntoCon are used to identify whether the query terms are associated with or without ontological concepts. Among these two categories, the results of the query with ontological concepts are given higher preference in ranking. The expanded ontology concepts are shown in Fig. 2.

As explained in Section 3.3, the SNOMED Clinical Terms are indexed in Lucene index. The expanded ontological concepts are obtained by Lucene multi-term search with the query terms in the index field SNOMED Fully Specified Names (SNOMED_FSN). The Lucene default score helps to rank the retrieved ontological clinical terms and the topmost ontological terms are considered. In the given example ontology-based query expansion helped to get “Signs and symptoms
of pneumonia when changes in sputum color” and “prevention and diagnosis and management of Tuberculosis” results within first two hits.

3.4.3. Level 2. Patient Information (Specific and Overall Fields)

Here we have divided the search into specific and overall. In Level 2, the results are ranked based on the user preferred fields of the patient information. The users of this search system may want to search CPGs based on any fields related to the PMR. Each field of PMR can be searched specifically with one field or more than one field. The Level 1 ranked results are maintained the same as in Level 2 by separating the term based results and expanded concept based results. The Word Match Count computes the number of common terms between PMR and CPG. This score helps to rank the CPGs based on the maximum number of match between PMR and CPG at each PMR search category (PMR Category Search) which will be considered at the end of Level 1 and Level 2 ranking. If the search is a single specific field, then the Level 1 ranking is maintained and within each category of Level 1, the results are ranked based on the Word Match Count score. If the search query contains more than one field then a priority rank tag is set from 1 to 3 for Patient Complaints, Previous Medical History, Ordered medications and discharge instruction. The rank tag for Patient Information based search (Level 2) consists of Patient Complaints (PCom Match), Previous Medical History (PMH Match) and Ordered Medications and Discharge Instruction (OMDI Match).

The results are ranked in ascending order based on the rank tag when user searches with more than one field. The rank tags are assigned by experimenting sample results and we found that patient complaints based search mostly covers the diseases and symptoms; we gave value 1 in ranking. Previous Medical History provides additional information to the clinical practitioners, we have set the ranking value to 2 and similarly Ordered medications and discharge instruction also helps in finding the most suitable diagnosis to the patients hence it is set as 3. If there is no overlapping across the fields, the results are ranked in ascending order from 1 to 3, else the resulted CPGs from more than one field is given higher weightage in ranking. When the documents were tested with a small set of guidelines (nearly 500) for 50 PMR queries, we found the results obtained from PCom Match and PMH are more relevant when compared to OMDI match. This test is the empirical basis for the weights assigned in our work.

4. Result evaluation

This CPG search and rank method differs in considering various levels of search based on PMR and the indexing mechanism is also designed to aid the multi-field search. We have evaluated this search engine for a dataset of 3001 CPGs and 200 PMRs. The Precision Score [3] is computed at precision P@5 and P@10 to prove the relevance of the results. Since this method supports different levels of search and rank method, the results are also analyzed by separating them in different category.
4.1. Baseline

Since there is no standard state of art approach that uses Singapore Clinical guidelines as Dataset for comparing our approach with the existing work, the basic Lucene search framework has been considered as baseline. Apache Lucene is the most widely used search engine for term based search and indexes the documents similar to our work. The proposed work is compared by disabling the proposed ontology based search. The results are shown in Table 2.

In case of clinical search, the clinicians may not have time to look at large set of results and for them it is important to have relevant results in the top 10. In such cases P@5 and P@10 is appropriate measure. Hence we gave importance to P@5 and P@10. The Precision score have been computed for the following categories: Overall (Contains all PMR fields); Complaints based Results; Previous Medical History based Results; Discharge Instruction and Ordered Medications based Results. The results are given in Table 1. We have also tested the results with ontology and without ontology-based expansions. The results are shown in Table 2. A manual rating is assigned for each CPGs whether it is Fully Relevant (0.5), Partial (0.3), Few terms are present (0.2) and Not-Relevant (0.0). The averaged score is computed for top 10 and top5 CPGs to find the P@10 and P@5.

We found improvements in generic queries that contain disease and symptom names. The PMR query terms which contains the general disease names such as “Hypertensive heart disease”, “Coronary artery disease”, “Parkinson’s disease”, “chronic medical renal disease”, “thyrocardiac disease” and “liver disease” gave semantically relevant results even though the terms are not present in the CPGs. The “Query Concept Association with ontology” mapping yields these conceptual results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>P@5</th>
<th>P@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Match</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCom Match</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMH Match</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIOM Match</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, “Hypertensive heart disease” gave results for “Coronary artery disease”, “hypercholesterolemia”, “Cardiac coarctation” which are semantic relevant results even though terms are mismatched. Fig. 3 shows ontology based search result for “Liver disease” and obtained chronic liver disease, liver function test acute hepatitis B infection as results. The general symptom-based queries that convey the disorder also gave relevant results. Say for example, when we give query a term "anxiety" to the ontology it will give a list of concepts such as Generalized anxiety disorder, Mixed anxiety, and depressive disorder, etc. Since
this ontology core subset covers most of the disorder and finding-based concept, we
found improvements in symptoms and disease based query terms. The procedure
based queries such as "dialysis", "disease screening" and various tests needs to be
accessed with specific information, otherwise, it leads to incorrect test procedure
related to the diseases. Similarly ordered medication and discharge instruction
based search must be specific to the terms and found zero results in the ontology.

In summary, the ontology expansion definitely helped matching: the terms
used in the patient medical records and the clinical guidelines are often different.
Identifying the Patient Complaints and Previous Medical History and using them
for search terms gave higher accuracy than using the entire medical record (62-64%
vs 55%): it helps to build the queries from only the most relevant descriptions.

The evaluation is divided into different levels as given in Table 1. Each level
of search is evaluated to find the relevance of the results. We found good results for
Patient complaints based results and medical history based results. Discharge
Instruction and ordered Medication mostly contains abbreviations related to the
medical tests conducted and their corresponding results which is unavailable in
CPGs. Moreover most of the discharge instruction are not present in the CPGs,
sometimes gave zero results for some Discharge Instruction and ordered Medication
PMRs. Hence complaints based search and medical history based PMR fields are
more important in the retrieval and ranking. Though we are able to achieve
reasonably good results, the search ranking method can be extended for finding
query intention for PMR queries and semantic representation of document. The
abbreviations and multiword terms need to be separated and mapped with the CPG
index identifier to further improve the results. When we test the search and rank
accuracy, for a limited term based PMRs, the relevance was good. As we move from smaller to bigger level queries, we found less relevant results. Hence in order to improve the results, we have started working on semantic based representation of both CPGs and PMR to improve the precision.

5. Conclusion

We have designed a basic ontology based search engine that supports multi−level Patient Medical Records search and rank. The document indexing task is simplified by automatically extracting important fields from the document and indexing them, unlike existing IR ranking systems that consider either terms or concepts. This proposed work simplifies the computational effort by dividing the huge query into different categories; field based indexing of CPGs and achieved good results for PMRs that contains higher number of NPs. We can further improve the results by extracting meaningful semantic relations from the PMR that would find the exact ontological concepts. This system is in preliminary version and will be extended to find the query intention with the help of semantic based representation of PMRs and CPGs.
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